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Abstract—A video surveillance system capable of detecting
suspicious activities or behaviours is of paramount importance
to law enforcement agencies. Such a system will not only reduce
the work load of security personnel involved with monitoring
the CCTV video feeds but also improve the time required to
respond to any incident. There are two well known models
to detect suspicious behaviour: misuse detection models which
are dependent on suspicious behaviour deﬁnitions and anomaly
detection models which measure deviations from deﬁned normal
behaviour. However, it is nearly possible to encapsulate the entire
spectrum of either suspicious or normal behaviour.
One of the ways to overcome this problem is by developing a
system which learns in real time and adapts itself to behaviour
which can be considered as common and normal or uncommon
and suspicious. We present an approach utilising contextual
information. Two contextual features, namely, type of behaviour
and the commonality level of each type are extracted from long-
term observation. Then, a data stream model which treats the
incoming data as a continuous stream of information is used to
extract these features. We further propose a clustering algorithm
which works in conjunction with data stream model. Experiments
and comparisons are conducted on the well known CAVIAR
datasets to show the efﬁcacy of utilising contextual information
for detecting suspicious behaviour. The proposed approach is
generic in nature and can be applicable to any features. However
for the purpose of this study, we have employed pedestrian
trajectories to represent the behaviour of people.
I. INTRODUCTION
Detecting suspicious activities/behaviours is one of the
critical factors in the video surveillance domain. A surveillance
system with such a capability can transform CCTV systems
from ‘post-mortem tools’ into the forefront of crime-ﬁghting
tools. The security personnel can act as soon as there is a
suspicious activity detected and hence could stop the crime
before it is committed. This could also solve the problems of
scarcity of security personnel.
The problems posed in detecting suspicious activi-
ties/behaviours are not new. Some problems were also investi-
gated in the area of network-based intrusion detection systems,
such systems detect an intrusion by examining packets in the
network. Approaches in intrusion detection are classiﬁed into
a misuse detection model and an anomaly detection model [1].
The misuse detection model attempts to create attack proﬁles.
An intrusion is detected when there are patterns matched with
the created proﬁles. Although this model works very well for
the known attacks, it will fail to detect newly created attacks.
The anomaly detection model was proposed to overcome this
problem. The model creates a long-term usage proﬁle. This
proﬁle represents the common users’ activities. The short-
term proﬁle (i.e. the current user patterns) are compared with
the long-term proﬁle. An attack is detected when the short-
term proﬁle deviates too far from the long-term proﬁle. As
for the surveillance area, both of these models are used and
investigated. In addition, the latter approach is becoming more
popular as it is able to handle unseen patterns.
There are some approaches which use the anomaly detection
model [2]–[7]. For example, Vaswani et al [2], use shape
feature to calculate the common shape of walking paths in
airport scenario. Any walking path deviated much from the
common shape is labeled as suspicious. The feature shape is
very attractive as it allows the system to calculate the average
shape. However, averaging features is not always applicable
to represent the common patterns. For example, if we average
the speed of a person, it would be hard to distinguish between
the running and walking actions.
Measuring the deviation of a behaviour pattern to the others
could be done in different ways. For example, one may
describe the deviation in terms of whether a behaviour can
be constructed from the common database or not [3], [4].
Another way is to redeﬁne the problem such that a behaviour
deviates from normal when it cannot be classiﬁed into one
of the common behaviour categories [5]. These approaches,
however, have to have the database contains all possible
normal behaviour to be available. This becomes a big issue in
the real-life scenarios since it is difﬁcult to deﬁne all possible
normal behaviours. To illustrate the difﬁculty one may look at
what Jianbo et al coined [4]. They pointed out that the number
of suspicious behaviour types are less than the normal ones. In
addition, deﬁning all possible suspicious behaviour is posed as
difﬁcult problem. So, deﬁning all possible normal behaviour
is even a more difﬁcult problem.
Several other approaches from the aforementioned works
have been proposed [6], [7]. A variant of the leader-and-
follower algorithm is presented in [8] to create the normal
behaviour proﬁles. These approaches are able to continuously
learn not only from the predeﬁned training sets, but also during
the operational time. Nevertheless, some required parameters
(e.g. Initial variance, the notion of closeness between two
different behaviour types) which have to be set in advance,
are difﬁcult to set.
From previous approaches, we found that although eachauthor gives an advancement in this area, but there is a com-
mon issue which needs to be addressed. A normal behaviour
model is needed to detect anomaly/suspicious behaviour. Most
methods generate normal behaviour model from training sets.
However, but, it is nearly impossible to include all possible
behaviours in the training sets to create a normal behaviour
model. In other words, the training sets always have insuf-
ﬁcient possible types of normal behaviour. This means that
any method that relies only on training sets to have overﬁtting
issue.
One way to overcome this problem is to give the method
which is able to learn not only from training sets, but also
during operational time. A behaviour pattern that initially
might be considered as an anomaly, could become normal in
long term observations [9]. The methods are in [6] and [7]
follow this line of thinking. Nevertheless, deﬁning the right
values of the required parameters are still problematic.
We take a different perspective on the problem. We see
that contextual information is under-utilised in the the afore-
mentioned methods. Recently, there has been some other
interesting works which successfuly show the beneﬁts of using
contextual information in vision systems.
Gupta et al [10] show that contextual information can be
discovered from interaction between humans and the objects
being manipulated. An object can be better recognised when
one knows how the object is being manipulated. Conversely,
one may expect how the persons action will be performed
when one knows what type of the object the person will
manipulate. Furthermore, they also showed that manipulation
actions can be recognised by looking at the object’s reactions.
For instance, one may expect a drastic change in image
illumination when a person pushes a pocket-sized camera
button which triggers a ﬂash light to come out. The motion
when the person pushes the button may not be observable
because it is too subtle to detect, however the ﬂash lights
coming from the pocket-sized camera can be used to infer
what the person has done.
Morency et al [11] use conversational script which is ex-
tracted by using a speech recognition technique as contextual
information to help the vision systems understand head gesture
behaviours. For example, when there is a question mark at the
end of a sentence, it is more likely that a nod or head shake
gestures will be observed. They showed that by using this
information, the system performed better.
Katz et al [12] explored the usage of contextual information
to search for an object in an image. By knowing the object-
to-object relationship, their system could locate an object in
an image more accurately. For instance, detecting a computer
monitor could be a hard problem, nevertheless one may use
contextual information to solve this problem. In this case,
one may use the easier-to-detect objects which usually appear
altogether with monitor (e.g. keyboard, mouse) to help with
detecting it. Spatial relationships also can be exploited (e.g. a
keyboard most of the time is located below a monitor).
In this paper, we explore two contextual features, such as
type of behaviour as well as the commonality index of each
behaviour type as contextual information, to detect suspicious
behaviour. Any decision made by the system whether an
instance of behaviour is suspicious or not is based on the
behaviour commonality index. The index is derived from
the behaviour category/type commonality index of which the
instance behaviour belongs. We use long-term observation as
the contextual information source to get these parameters.
In other words, the system is to discover and derive these
parameters from the camera feeds. By doing this the system
is able to discover both suspcious behaviour and normal
behaviour, which are not included in the training phase. Thus,
it will be more adaptable to the unseen patterns.
In order to make the system able to discover the contextual
features, we utilise the data-stream model in treating surveil-
lance data. A clustering algorithm which is able to operate in
a data-stream environment is presented. The algorithm, which
is the heart of discovering necessary contextual information
for detecting suspicious behaviour, is a modiﬁcation of our
previous work [13].
So, the proposed approach has two beneﬁts: (1) It does not
need the training sets to include all possible types of normal
behaviour. (2) It is able to handle unseen behaviour patterns.
It is also able to determine whether these unseen behaviour
patterns are anomalous based on the extracted contextual
features.
To show the claimed beneﬁts, experiments and comparisons
will be presented. These experiments are done by using
human’s walking paths/human trajectories. We are aware that
there are some similar studies which use trajectory data to
detect anomalies, nevertheless our approach actually can be
extended to other more complex features. For example, in
a train station, most people are either standing, walking,
running or sitting. It is very unlikely to see people sleeping
or jumping. So, to capture these behaviours, features such as
Motion History Image (MHI) [14] can be used. In addition
our approach can be used to distinguish between suspicious
and normal behaviour.
II. DATA STREAM MODELING
A data stream model can be deﬁned as an ordered sequence
of points x1;:::;xn where n could be unbounded (i.e. n  1).
The sequence normally has to be read/accessed in order and
can be read only once or a small number of times [15]. We
can deﬁne data-stream model by pointing out the properties
of the model [16].
1) The data elements in the stream arrive online.
2) The system does not have any control on the order in
which data elements arrive to be processed, either within
a data stream or across data streams.
3) Data streams are potentially unbounded in size.
4) Once an element from a data stream has been processed,
generally, it has to be discarded or archived. In other
words it is not easy to retrieve unless it is explicitly
stored in memory, which typically is small relative to
the size of the data streams.With these properties, a single-pass algorithm may be more
suitable than a multiple-pass algorithm. In addition, the indi-
vidual processor may have very limited processing power and
memory relative to the size of the data stream [17]. Examples
of such cases include sensor networks, in which it may be
desirable to perform in-network processing of data streams
with limited processing and memory.
Furthermore, Guha et al [15] added that the data stream
model requires decisions to be made before all the data be-
comes available. This model is similar to online or incremental
models. But, it has some differences, for example, unlike
online algorithm, a data stream algorithm may be allowed
to take action after a group of points arrives. Still, they are
similar, in particular, a sublinear-space online algorithm is a
data stream algorithm as well.
Compared to data stream model, surveillance data is very
similar in many ways:
1) Surveillance data arrives online. Each camera sends each
frame or processed frame to the processing unit as soon
as the capture frame is available. The case also is the
same for extracted features data.
2) Surveillance systems do not have any control on the
order in which data elements arrive to be processed. In
a simple scenario, the system may see a person either
increasing or decreasing his/her walking speed.
3) Surveillance systems tend to generate a huge amount
of data and could be unbounded. Although, the storage
capacity is now of the order of Terra-bytes, nevertheless
it is still relatively small for storing 24/7 video feeds.
Generally, the data is subject to archival which means
that accessing the archived data is considered to be
difﬁcult.
4) It is nearly impossible for the system to access data in
the very past as the data might have been archived or
discarded.
From the above points, it is safe to say that surveillance
data is a large scale of a data stream model.
There are three main advantages of using a data stream
model. These advantages are related to the selection of the
clustering algorithms. It assumes that the decisions have to
be made before all the data becomes available, therefore, the
algorithms’ training sets do not have to cover all scenarios. The
algorithms are also capable of operating on evolving data. This
means that the algorithms can still operate even if the current
data condition is much different from the training sets. Lastly,
some algorithms allow summarisation of the past data which
could retain the information eventhough the past data has been
discarded or archived [18].
The ﬁrst two advantages will be apparent in the following
section which discusses a data stream clustering algorithm that
can be used in contextual information discovery process.
III. DATA STREAM CLUSTERING OF SURVEILLANCE
VIDEO
It is generally considered that the most efﬁcient algorithm
for data stream modeling is the single-pass algorithm. Classical
clustering algorithms such as K-means clustering are not suit-
able for this purpose. This is because, K-means needs all the
data be available before clustering process takes place. Further-
more, these classic algorithms suffer from stability/plasticity
dilemma, that is the clustering results change drastically as
new instances of data are introduced [8]. Hence, we designed
a variant of the single-pass clustering approach. This approach
can be understood in many ways. From the neural network
perspective, it is similar to competitive learning approaches
which use a winner-takes-all strategy [19]–[21]. Jun et al [20]
do regrouping on each update making their method unsuitable
in the data-stream environment. Ya-Jun and Zhi-Qiang [21] use
a devisive approach which assumes there is only one cluster in
the beginning. Although this could be an attractive alternative
approach, the approach cannot be used for the case where there
is only an afﬁnity matrix available. Also, our approach is not
a variant of online K-means because online K-means methods
will not change the number of clusters once it is deﬁned [19].
Methods in [6], [7] still need some parameters to be deﬁned
manually. Our approach is able to statistically derive those
parameters from the training sets.
Our approach is similar to the one proposed by Oh et al
[1], and is based on our previous work [13]. We assume that
there is low level vision processes which transform continuous
stream of camera feeds into a sequence of feature vectors.
Here, each feature vector represents observed an instance of
behaviour. There may be some immediate steps to extract these
feature vectors. For example, a temporal segmentation step is
needed to segment a behaviour instance from the continuous
stream of feeds. Feature vectors may be extracted from these
segmented feeds.
Let _ x be an instance of data point which represents each
feature vector. Let W be the set of clusters. Let C be the set of
clusters and ci be a cluster index i. So, C = fc1;c2;c3;:::;cng.
Let _ ci be the cluster centroid of cluster ci. Each cluster centroid
is not derived by taking the mean of cluster members. It
is chosen from one of the cluster members which has the
smallest distance to the other members. By using this way,
the algorithm only needs afﬁnity/distance matrix information.
Equation 1 depicts the formula to get a cluster centroid.
_ ci = argmin
j
(
X
xj;xk2ci
distance(xj;xk)); wherei 6= j (1)
We deﬁne distance function as a function which calculates
the dissimilarity between the two features. Each type of feature
may have a speciﬁc suitable distance function. Hence, to keep
the approach generic to any type of feature, the distance
function will not be deﬁned in detail until the type feature
being used is known. Let Lv be the threshold that deﬁnes
the smallest cluster. Lv decides whether an instance of data
point should be clustered into a new cluster or be merged
into one of the existing ones. In addition, Lv also decides
whether two cluster should be merged or not. Initial clustering
is performed on training sets to construct initial behaviour
clusters structure and to calculate Lv. This initial clusteringcan use any suitable off-line/on-line clustering algorithms. The
training sets may not contain all possible common behaviour
patterns. The algorithm will update its knowledge once it
observes unseen common behaviour patterns. Belows is how
Lv is derived from training sets.
Lv =
1
N
X
ci2C
(Lvci) (2)
where Lvci is the average distance from each member of the
cluster ci to its centroid _ ci, and N is the current number of
clusters. Equation 3 shows the equation for Lvci
Lvci =
1
nci   1
X
xj2ci
distance( _ ci;xj) (3)
where nci is the number of members that cluster ci has. Lvci
is updated every time a new member is added into the cluster.
In general, the algorithm can be described as follows.
1) Create training sets which only contain common be-
haviour patterns. A better training set contains more
common behaviour types.
2) Perform initial clustering using any online/ofﬂine clus-
tering algorithm. The algorithm may need the number
of cluster as one of the required parameters. Since, the
clustering is performed on the training sets, then one
could use the prior knowledge, or some techniques such
as the gap statistics method [22] which could estimate
the number of clusters. The results from this step is the
initial clustering structure C.
3) Calculate Lv from the initial clustering C and wait until
a new data point is observed.
4) For any observed data point x, ﬁnd the closest cluster
to x.
5) If the distance between x and the cluster is not sta-
tistically large (i.e. twice as much) from Lv or Lvc
(algorithm uses Lv when the cluster is a singleton
cluster, or Lvc otherwise) then
a) Put x into the cluster.
b) Update the cluster properties.
c) Check whether the cluster needs to be merged with
other cluster. Two clusters are merged when the
distance between the centroids is not statistically
large from Lv.
6) Else, create a new singleton cluster, and put x into it.
There are some techniques such as data summarisation
and data removal [17] which can be applied directly to our
algorithm when the system memory reaches its limit. Although
each technique has some inherent trade-offs which could
affect the overall system performance, we have restricted the
algorithm to detecting anomalies. Hence, the experiments and
analysis are devoted to tackle this particular problem.
Algorithm 1 provides detailed information on each step
presented above. The proposed algorithm is different from
the previous one in two ways. In the earlier work, the ﬁrst
member of a cluster is always chosen as the cluster centroid.
However, now each cluster centroid is chosen based on the
member that has the shortest distance to all other members in
a particular cluster. Based on our observation, this mechanism
reduces clustering dependency on data ordering. Secondly, we
have introduced a new merge mechanism. Since most single-
pass clustering algorithms suffer from over-clustering, merging
could help alleviate this problem to a certain extent.
Algorithm 1 Data stream clustering algorithm for surveillance
systems
Require: initial C and Lv
1: for any new observed x do
2: L   mincj2C(distance(x; _ cj))
3: i   argmincj2C(distance(x; _ cj))
4: if ((ci is singleton AND L < 2Lv) OR ((ci is not
singleton AND L < 2Lvci))) then
5: x 2 ci
6: Update ci’s properties (i.e. Lvci and _ ci)
7: if a new _ ci is chosen then
8: if not(8 j, cj 2 C, j6=i, distance( _ ci, _ cj) > 2Lv) then
9: new c = ci [ cj
10: Update new c’s properties (i.e. Lvci and _ ci)
11: end if
12: end if
13: else
14: new c 2 C
15: x 2 new c
16: end if
17: end for
IV. CONTEXTUAL FEATURES
When making a decision whether or not an observed
behaviour is suspicious, one may rely on his/her contextual
knowledge. The knowledge could be gathered from previous
observations at either the same place or other places with
similar context (e.g. one may use his/her contectual knowledge
gathered from the other train stations when he/she is looking
at a particular train station).
From our observation, generally, there are two important
contextual knowledge one needs to know in order to make such
a decision: possible types of behaviour and the notion of how
common a type of behaviour is. For example, in a train station
scenario, one may label someone who is crouching on the
ﬂoor as suspicious/anomalous, as this kind of behaviour is less
common compared with the other behaviours (e.g. walking,
running to catch a train and waiting).
In this paper, behaviour types are discovered by using
the presented clustering algorithm. The clustering algorithm
is expected to give observed behaviour types by clustering
similar behaviours into one cluster. Furthermore, to get the
information about how common each type of behaviour is,
we used a commonality index value taken from our previous
work [13]. The commonality index value deﬁnes how common
a behaviour is in the given context. This index value also could
give conﬁdence on human operators in determining whether(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 1: (a)-(f) are images of manually labeled cluster classes
1-6, respectively.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Fig. 2: (a)-(j) are images of clustering result taken from [23]
an uncommon behaviour ﬂagged by the system is the true
suspicious behaviour or just a false positive.
Basically, commonality index value on a behaviour type is
a relative frequency of the occurence of the behaviour type
to all behaviour instances. The followings is the commonality
index value formula.
f(x;Wx) =
1
N
count(Wx) (4)
where N is the current total number of behaviour instances,
count(Wx) is the number of behaviour instances in cluster
W where x was clustered into. The range of this index value
is between 0 and 1 where the higher value represents that
behaviour type is more common, and vice versa.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Experiments were conducted to assess the performance of
the proposed approach. We used standard datasets namely
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Fig. 3: (a)-(e) are images of some clusters generated by the
proposed approach. Figure 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e match with ﬁgure
1a, 1b, 1d, 1e, 1c, respectively.
Fig. 4: An image sequence from CAVIAR database with the
groundtruth.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5: (a) Histogram of the manually labeled cluster. The
abscissa represents the class number. Figure 1a-1f show
trajectories in class 1-6, respectively. (b) Histogram taken
from the proposed approach cluster result. Figure 3a-3e show
trajectories in class 1, 2, 4, 9 and 11, respectively.
CAVIAR1. The datasets contain 26 video sequences taken
from a shopping mall corridor. Each sequence has scenarios
about the shoppers habits in the shopping mall. Figure 4
depicts one of the image sequences taken from the datasets.
We used a simple feature (i.e. tracking informa-
tion/shopper’s walking path) to illustrate the shoppers walking
1CAVIAR datasets comes from the EC Funded CAVIAR project/IST 2001
37540. The datasets can be downloaded at http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/
CAVIAR/.habits. Technically, we only consider the shape of the shop-
per’s trajectories starting from entering the scene until he/she
is gone from the scene. We treated these trajectory instances as
data points in the data-stream model. In other words, soon after
a complete trajectory is observed, the algorithm will process it
without waiting all other trajectories. But, the algorithm needs
all instances in the training sets to be available.
More sophisticated features may be needed when dealing
with a ﬁner behaviour granularity (e.g. stalking), but we did
not tackle this since this is not one of our main focus.
From 26 video sequences, 235 walking paths were extracted.
The extraction process did not involve low level vision process
since the ground-truth of the datasets were available.
A. Discovering behaviour grouping
First of all, we wanted to see whether the algorithm is able
to cluster the data points. We used spectral clustering algorithm
proposed by Ng et al [24] as the initial clustering. Hausdorff
distance function was chosen as the distance function. Normal-
isation was done by translating each trajectory to the centre
of the coordinate [13].
For comparison, we manually hand labeled each trajectory
into one of 6 classes based on each walking path general
direction. This only shows the overall trend of people walking
path direction. Figure 1 depicts the classes with its walking
paths. Figure 5a shows the number of members of each cluster.
In addition we compared our result with the result taken from
Khalid, et al [23].
Khalid, et al investigated some unsupervised methods to
cluster trajectories. They used several representations to rep-
resent trajectory data such as the coefﬁcient of Chebyshev ap-
proximation and ﬂow vectors. They used two popular methods
for clustering the trajectories (i.e. Self-Organising Map and K-
means). These methods need to have the number of clusters
to be deﬁned in advanced. So, the purpose of comparing our
method to their method is to assess how good our method is
compared with other semi-supervised methods (i.e. methods
which need to have the number of classes to be deﬁned).
Figure 1 and 2 depict the results taken from manual hand
labeled process and their method, respectively.
As we can see from hand labeled classes, there are 6
different trajectories. In [23], it was assumed that there are 9
different cluster classes. By using visual inspection, we know
that trajectories in Figure 1a and 1d are the same as trajectories
in Figure 2a and 2g respectively. While trajectories in 1c were
clustered into two different classes (i.e. in Figure 2b and 2c).
Trajectories in ﬁgure 1b, 1e and 1f, were clustered into the
rest of the clusters.
Figure 3 depicts some clustering results generated by the
proposed approach. These clusters are generally matched with
one of the hand labeled clusters. Nevertheless, as one can see
from Figure 5b, that the proposed approach still suffers from
an over-clustering problem. This indicates that the merging
mechanism did not perform well.
The implication of over-clustering to this approach is that
the false positive rates increases as a true cluster could be
TABLE I: DB index. The lower the index value the better.
Method DB-index
K-means: ﬂow vectors [23] 0.98
Proposed approach 0.94
divided into several number of clusters. Obviously. these
clusters’ commonality index values are lower than the true
cluster commonality index value. Having a high false positive
rates could lower security personnel’s trust to any detection
made by the system. This condition would get worse when
the security personnel ignores the true detections.
In our experiment, we found that the clusters having major-
ity trajectory population (i.e. clusters depicted in 1a, 1b and
1d) were successfully generated. So, only clusters which have
small number of members were divided into several clusters.
This condition made the system still able to classify a normal
behaviour as normal behaviour and vice versa. However, in the
long run, some uncommon behaviours could become common
as it was assumed that the training sets does not include
all possible type of normal behaviours. This over-clustering
issue will make the convergence time of these unseen normal
behaviours longer.
In addition to visual comparison, we also applied Davies-
Bouldin cluster validity index (DB). DB index is one of
the methods for measuring the clustering performance. It
calculates the validity of the cluster as the average ratio
between within-cluster scatter and between-cluster separation.
Equation 5 depicts the DB equation [25].
DB =
1
C
C X
i=1
maxj6=i
Ai + Aj
dij
(5)
where C is the number of class, A is the average distance of
members of cluster i from the centroid of the cluster and dij is
the distance between the centroid of cluster i and the centroid
of cluster j. DB value gives a low value when the clusters are
good.
Table I shows the comparison. From this table, it shows
clearly that the grouping made by the proposed approach is
better than the best technique proposed in [23].
This experiment shows that the method is able to ﬁnd
grouping of observed trajectories. This grouping represents
one of the contextual features that is types of behaviour. Al-
though there is an over-clustering issue, nevertheless it is still
able to ﬁnd major clusters which represent normal/common
trajectories.
B. Using contextual features for anomaly detection
To see the effectiveness of the proposed approach in detect-
ing suspicious behaviour we made a comparison with a method
similar to Yue et al [5]. In their method they use K Nearest
Neighbour (Knn) method as the classiﬁer. To detect anomaly,
they labeled any data point which does not belong to any of
the existing clusters (i.e. it deviates twice as large from the
closest cluster). They used spectral clustering proposed in [24]
as the initial clustering. In addition, to make the method moreTABLE II: Comparison with Knn approach. In the proposed
approach the commonality index value threshold is 0.05
Method Accuracy (in %)
Proposed approach 67.9 %
Knn approach 53.33 %
comparable, we employed the same distance function as our
proposed approach. We call this approach the Knn approach.
So, the only difference to our approach is how the approach
decides on a behaviour instance whether it is anomalous or
not. Our approach uses additional contextual feature, that is
commonality index value which is derived from the discovered
type of behaviour (i.e. the other contextual feature), to decide
whether a behaviour is suspicious or not. For this experiment,
we thresholded commonality value on each behaviour type to
detect anomaly. The threshold value was set to 0.05.
We tested both of these approaches on the CAVIAR
datasets. Initially, we needed to create training sets which
only contain common behaviour. According to Figure 5a, we
selected trajectories in Figure 1a, 1b and 1d as the common
behaviour, and the rest to be uncommon. Furthermore, we put
only trajectories in Figure 1a and 1b for the training sets, and
put the rest into test sets. This was done to simulate that the
training sets may not contain all types of common behaviour.
Accuracy was calculated for each result by combining the true
positive rate and true negative rate (i.e. the percentage where
common behaviour is labeled as common behaviour and vice
versa).
Table II depicts the results. As we can see Knn approach
has a lower accuracy. From our observations there is at least
one reason. The reason is that because the method labeled
almost all trajectories in Figure 1d as uncommon, since there
was no instance of this class existed in the training sets.
Only 1 out of these instances was labeled as common. On
the other hand, our method was able to label these instances
as common behaviour when its commonality index value is
above the predeﬁned threshold. Figure 6 depicts how the value
emerges as the number of its members is increasing. Initially,
the trajectories that fall within this class were labeled as
uncommon. Then, as the commonality value increased above
the predeﬁned threshold, it relabeled as common trajectories.
However, some trajectories in this class were still labeled as
uncommon, this is because these were clustered into difference
clusters other than cluster in Figure 1d.
Both of these approaches were able to label all trajectories
in ﬁgure 1e & 1f.
As we can see from ﬁgure 6, the threshold determines
system performance. If the threshold was set higher, then
some trajectories would have been labeled as uncommon.
In other words, the performance could become poor when
the threshold is set either too low or too high. Figure 7a
and 7b depict the tradeoffs when setting the threshold. In
this experiment the threshold was set manually. We assumed
that common behaviour would have a much higher value
than 0.05. Nevertheless this value was set arbitrarily. Actually
Fig. 6: Plot of commonality index value progression of trajec-
tories in ﬁgure 1d
(a) (b)
Fig. 7: (a) Plot of the trade-off between threshold and accuracy
(b) Receiver Operating Characteristic plot
it is possible to optimise the threshold value so that the
performance would look better, however, it is impossible to
optimise the threshold value in real scenario since the system
may only has partial information. There are some techniques
to deﬁne the threshold [26].
VI. CONCLUSIONS
One of the key issues in transforming video surveillance sys-
tems into crime-ﬁghting tools is the ability to detect suspicious
behaviour/activities. Many approaches have been proposed in
this regard, however most of them suffer from drawbacks.
To address some of these drawbacks, this work presented a
different approach by incorporating contextual features. These
features are extracted automatically from CCTV video feeds.
By using these contextual features, the system is able to
learn not only from the training sets but also adapt itself to
real-time video data. A data-stream model is employed this
possible. We presented a clustering algorithm which is able
to operate in a continuous stream environment. The results of
these experiments and comparative analysis show that the pro-
posed approach is better suited to detect anomalous/suspicious
behaviours as compared to the other traditional methods. This
also shows the importance of contextual information in smart
surveillance systems.REFERENCES
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